
SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS – AMENDMENTS TO BYLAWS 
 
Section 1.9 of the bylaws of the Halifax Pride Society allows members to repeal, amend, or add                 
to same by special resolution.  
 
Section 1.1 (i) defines a special resolution as a resolution passed by not less than 75% of the                  
votes cast by the members on that resolution. 
 
Section 6.3 requires a resolution be consistent with the objects of the Societies Act and the                
Society, for members to be given at least 14 days notice, and for it to be moved and seconded                   
by different members in attendance at that meeting. 
 
The board of directors of the Halifax Pride Society has considered the wording of the bylaws                
and recommends amendments to update the wording to clarify the sections regarding the             
staggered terms for directors and remuneration for directors. 
 
The Board requires ratification of these proposals through passage of special resolutions. 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the bylaws be amended as follows: 
 
RE Clarifying staggered terms for directors 
 

1. The current section 3 (c) of the bylaws be repealed:  
 

(c) The terms of the directors shall be staggered such that no fewer than two (2) but not                  
more than six (6) directors shall terminate at each annual general meeting.  

 
2. A new section 3 (c) of the bylaws be added as follows: 

 
(c) No more than six (6) new directors who did not serve on the Board the preceding                 
financial year shall be elected by the members at each annual general meeting of the               
Society. 
 

Rationale for the changes: Good governance on the board is best achieved through balancing              
retention and revitalization. The board seeks to maintain stability through the retention of             
directors with experience and institutional knowledge as well as have an infusion of new energy,               
opinions, and talents. The proposed amendment limits the number of new directors to a              
maximum of 6 to maintain a mix of experienced directors and new directors. The previous               
section was unclear and could have been interpreted as limiting the total number of directors               
allowed to be elected to 6 even if there are more than 6 vacancies and the candidates                 
nominated for election are a mix of experienced directors and new directors. The lower limit for                
new directors is removed in the proposed section because there has consistently been turnover              



of directors and there has been more than two vacancies to be filled on the board at each recent                   
annual general meeting.  
 
RE Clarifying remuneration for directors 
 

3. Section 5.8 of the bylaws be amended to read:  
 

5.8 Directors shall serve without remuneration and no director shall receive financial            
benefit from serving as a director, but a director may, at the discretion of the Board, be                 
reimbursed for reasonable expenses they incur in the performance of their duties as a              
director. 
 

Rationale for the change: The Society relies on the commitment and contributions of volunteers              
to achieve its mission. For greater clarity and accountability to members and new potential              
directors the board seeks to amend the remuneration section to restate directors are prohibited              
from receiving financial benefit from serving as a director other than reimbursement of             
reasonable expenses.  
 
 
 


